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the meaning of discipline is control gained by enforcing obedience or order how to use discipline in a
sentence the root and meanings of discipline synonym discussion of discipline noun training to act in
accordance with rules drill military discipline an activity exercise or regimen that develops or
improves a skill training sticking to specific and regular mealtimes is excellent discipline for many
dieters a branch of instruction or learning the disciplines of history and economics the discipline of
grace offers a clear and and thorough explanation of the gospel and what it means to be a believer
written by navigator author jerry bridges this book explores how the same grace that brings us to faith
in christ also disciplines us in christ the ability to control yourself or other people even in
difficult situations maintaining classroom discipline control of the students is the first task of every
teacher fewer examples in some of these schools army style drills are used to instil a sense of
discipline in punishment the object is his enemy in discipline the object is his child in punishment the
goal is condemnation in discipline the goal is holiness now the discipline of the lord follows three
patterns let s begin with retribution first of all there is a sense in which god disciplines us when we
sin definitions of discipline noun a system of rules of conduct or method of practice he quickly learned
the discipline of prison routine for such a plan to work requires discipline see more noun a branch of
knowledge in what discipline is his doctorate discipline is the practice of making people obey rules or
standards of behaviour and punishing them when they do not order and discipline have been placed in the
hands of headmasters and governing bodies discipline problems in the classroom synonyms punishment
penalty correction chastening more synonyms of discipline 2 uncountable noun the discipline of grace
study guide by navigator author jerry bridges will help you unlock the mystery of what god does in
bringing you to maturity in christ each session in the discussion guide contains an excerpt from the
book along with probing questions for personal study and group discussion what does the noun discipline
mean there are 17 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun discipline three of which are labelled
obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence discipline has developed meanings
and uses in subjects including noun uk ˈdɪsəplɪn us discipline noun control add to word list b2 the
control of people s behaviour using rules and punishments there should be better discipline in schools
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fewer examples the new teacher failed to enforce discipline should smacking be used as a form of
discipline for children a control that is gained by requiring that rules or orders be obeyed and
punishing bad behavior the teacher has a hard time maintaining discipline in the classroom b a way of
behaving that shows a willingness to obey rules or orders the troops were praised for their dedication
and discipline career why discipline matters and 5 ways to work on it if you want to make changes that
last discipline is key but how do you get it posted january 9 2023 reviewed by devon frye key ariane
resnick cnc published on november 17 2022 reviewed by david susman phd 10 000 hours digitalvision getty
images self discipline is the ability to control your behavior in a way that leads you to be more
productive and or have better habits it is proven to lead to increased success discipleship means
discipline the disciple is that one who has been taught or trained by the master who has come with his
ignorance superstition and sin to find learning truth and forgiveness from the saviour without
discipline we are not disciples even though we profess his name and pass for a follower of the lowly
nazarene the word discipline is defined as imparting knowledge and skill in other words to teach in its
most general sense discipline refers to systematic instruction given to a disciple to discipline means
to instruct a person to follow a particular code of conduct self discipline is broadly defined as
conscious control that is oriented towards successful outcomes by overcoming obstacles or impediments
zimmerman kitsantas 2014 1 the discipline of organizing to organize is to create capabilities by
intentionally imposing order and structure organizing is such a common activity that we often do it
without thinking much about it noun us ˈdɪs ə plɪn uk ˈdɪs ə plɪn discipline noun training add to word
list add to word list b2 u training that makes people more willing to obey or more able to control
themselves often in the form of rules and punishments if these are broken or the behavior produced by
this training parental military school discipline the spirit of the disciplines presents a way of living
that enables ordinary men and women to join with god and realize their highest aspirations of well being
and doing the key to this self transformation resides in the practice of the spiritual disciplines the
discipline of organizing 4th professional edition open textbook library 2 reviews robert j glushko
copyright year 2013 isbn 13 9780999797013 publisher university of california berkeley language english
formats available pdf ebook online conditions of use attribution noncommercial cc by nc reviews table of
contents



discipline definition meaning merriam webster Mar 26 2024
the meaning of discipline is control gained by enforcing obedience or order how to use discipline in a
sentence the root and meanings of discipline synonym discussion of discipline

discipline definition meaning dictionary com Feb 25 2024
noun training to act in accordance with rules drill military discipline an activity exercise or regimen
that develops or improves a skill training sticking to specific and regular mealtimes is excellent
discipline for many dieters a branch of instruction or learning the disciplines of history and economics

the discipline of grace god s role and our role in the Jan 24 2024
the discipline of grace offers a clear and and thorough explanation of the gospel and what it means to
be a believer written by navigator author jerry bridges this book explores how the same grace that
brings us to faith in christ also disciplines us in christ

discipline english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 23 2023
the ability to control yourself or other people even in difficult situations maintaining classroom
discipline control of the students is the first task of every teacher fewer examples in some of these
schools army style drills are used to instil a sense of discipline

the discipline of god grace to you Nov 22 2023
in punishment the object is his enemy in discipline the object is his child in punishment the goal is
condemnation in discipline the goal is holiness now the discipline of the lord follows three patterns
let s begin with retribution first of all there is a sense in which god disciplines us when we sin



discipline definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 21 2023
definitions of discipline noun a system of rules of conduct or method of practice he quickly learned the
discipline of prison routine for such a plan to work requires discipline see more noun a branch of
knowledge in what discipline is his doctorate

discipline definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 20
2023
discipline is the practice of making people obey rules or standards of behaviour and punishing them when
they do not order and discipline have been placed in the hands of headmasters and governing bodies
discipline problems in the classroom synonyms punishment penalty correction chastening more synonyms of
discipline 2 uncountable noun

the discipline of grace study guide god s role and our role Aug 19
2023
the discipline of grace study guide by navigator author jerry bridges will help you unlock the mystery
of what god does in bringing you to maturity in christ each session in the discussion guide contains an
excerpt from the book along with probing questions for personal study and group discussion

discipline n meanings etymology and more oxford english Jul 18 2023
what does the noun discipline mean there are 17 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun discipline
three of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence
discipline has developed meanings and uses in subjects including



discipline definition cambridge learner s dictionary Jun 17 2023
noun uk ˈdɪsəplɪn us discipline noun control add to word list b2 the control of people s behaviour using
rules and punishments there should be better discipline in schools fewer examples the new teacher failed
to enforce discipline should smacking be used as a form of discipline for children

discipline definition meaning britannica dictionary May 16 2023
a control that is gained by requiring that rules or orders be obeyed and punishing bad behavior the
teacher has a hard time maintaining discipline in the classroom b a way of behaving that shows a
willingness to obey rules or orders the troops were praised for their dedication and discipline

why discipline matters and 5 ways to work on it Apr 15 2023
career why discipline matters and 5 ways to work on it if you want to make changes that last discipline
is key but how do you get it posted january 9 2023 reviewed by devon frye key

how to be more disciplined verywell mind Mar 14 2023
ariane resnick cnc published on november 17 2022 reviewed by david susman phd 10 000 hours digitalvision
getty images self discipline is the ability to control your behavior in a way that leads you to be more
productive and or have better habits it is proven to lead to increased success

the discipline of discipleship c s lewis institute Feb 13 2023
discipleship means discipline the disciple is that one who has been taught or trained by the master who
has come with his ignorance superstition and sin to find learning truth and forgiveness from the saviour
without discipline we are not disciples even though we profess his name and pass for a follower of the
lowly nazarene



discipline wikipedia Jan 12 2023
the word discipline is defined as imparting knowledge and skill in other words to teach in its most
general sense discipline refers to systematic instruction given to a disciple to discipline means to
instruct a person to follow a particular code of conduct

self discipline definition tips how to develop it Dec 11 2022
self discipline is broadly defined as conscious control that is oriented towards successful outcomes by
overcoming obstacles or impediments zimmerman kitsantas 2014

the discipline of organizing the discipline of organizing Nov 10 2022
1 the discipline of organizing to organize is to create capabilities by intentionally imposing order and
structure organizing is such a common activity that we often do it without thinking much about it

discipline definition in the cambridge english dictionary Oct 09 2022
noun us ˈdɪs ə plɪn uk ˈdɪs ə plɪn discipline noun training add to word list add to word list b2 u
training that makes people more willing to obey or more able to control themselves often in the form of
rules and punishments if these are broken or the behavior produced by this training parental military
school discipline

dallas willard spirit of the disciplines Sep 08 2022
the spirit of the disciplines presents a way of living that enables ordinary men and women to join with
god and realize their highest aspirations of well being and doing the key to this self transformation
resides in the practice of the spiritual disciplines



the discipline of organizing 4th professional edition Aug 07 2022
the discipline of organizing 4th professional edition open textbook library 2 reviews robert j glushko
copyright year 2013 isbn 13 9780999797013 publisher university of california berkeley language english
formats available pdf ebook online conditions of use attribution noncommercial cc by nc reviews table of
contents
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